UNCREWED SURFACE VEHICLE (USV)

ILLEGAL FISHING
ENFORCEMENT
OVERVIEW

Open Ocean Robotics’ uncrewed surface vehicle (USV) Data Xplorer
conducted a 25-day mission in illegal, unregulated, and unreported (IUU)
fishing enforcement in the Pacific Ocean near Hawaii. The USV operated
nonstop in challenging open ocean conditions, continuously monitoring
with a suite of sensors for detecting, identifying, and tracking vessels and
associated fishing activity. The project is part of the MPAbots program, a
multi-organization initiative to advance, validate, and demonstrate use of
robotic technologies to combat illegal fishing.

GOALS
Operate USV Data Xplorer continuously for 25 days in open ocean
conditions.

Pacific Ocean, Hawaii

Run a suite of sensors on the USV for vessel detection and environmental
monitoring.

September 2021

Demonstrate how remotely collected data could counter IUU fishing by
providing insights for interdiction, closer monitoring, or prosecution.

Distance travelled: 820 km
Highest wind speed: 85 km/hr

HIGHLIGHTS
Open Ocean Robotics conducted a 25-day mission in illegal fishing
enforcement utilizing its USV Data Xplorer equipped with surveillance
sensors. In addition, environmental data was collected, improving the
understanding of oceanographic and meteorological conditions in a
marine sanctuary.

RESULTS
Data Xplorer was deployed near Honolulu from a boat launch ramp and
transited 100 km to location. It monitored areas within the Humpback
Whale National Marine Sanctuary operating in regions including Lanai,
Maui, Molokai, and Oahu for 25 days continuously and travelled 820 km.
The USV was operated and monitored by shore-based pilots in Victoria,
Canada utilizing cellular and satellite communications.
Data was
transmitted in real-time to the company’s cloud-based portal,
XplorerView, for display to USV operators, customers and other
stakeholders. Detection of vessels and marine mammals occurred in near
real-time through camera, AIS, and acoustic data. Data transmitted
included: AIS detections, acoustic data, optical/thermal camera video,
wind speed and direction, barometric pressure, water temperature, water
depth, ocean temperature, chlorophyll-a, salinity, and turbidity. On
mission completion the USV returned to its launch point, having
successfully demonstrated its ability to balance solar input with output in
a dynamic ocean environment.

WildAid

25 days

ACOUSTIC SYSTEM

Custom onboard acoustic processor with
towed single array hydrophone.

CAMERAS

360-degree custom optical camera, Flir
Boson thermal camera.

OTHER SENSORS

Airmar 200WX weather station, Airmar DST800
transducer, AIS transponder, AML X2change
Conductivity & Temperature, AML X2change
Turbidity, Turner Cyclops Chlorophyll-a/b.

ADVANTAGES WE OFFER
QUIET OPERATIONS STANDARDS

OFFSHORE, NEARSHORE & COASTAL OPERATION

ZERO GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS

SOLO, FLEET, OR FORCE MULTIPLIER DEPLOYMENT

Near silent operations with low noise brushless gearless
motor system and precise speed control for optimal data
collection.

High maneuverability allows use in shallow nearshore
waters and self-righting structure enables offshore use.

Completely solar-powered for no GHG emissions, risk of
oil spills, and near-silent operations.

Can be deployed solo or in a fleet, as well as with other
assets to enhance data collection.

OVER THE HORIZON CONTROL

NO RISK TO PERSONNEL OR ENVIRONMENT

Autonomous or remote control from shore, vessel, or
remote operations centre using satellite, cellular, or radio
communications.

Can be deployed in hazardous waters, both day and
night, and easily transported to poorly accessible
locations without impacting coastal communities.

200 lbs

Cruising 1.2-2 kn, max 8-13 kn

